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What Makes flexxform Unique?
Because One Size Doesn't Fit All

Have you ever noticed the lack of child-sized soft seating in our society? Possibly not, but here at Flexxform
Designs, we did. Perhaps you’ve never watched a child swinging their legs to keep their feet from falling
asleep…but we have. And maybe you’ve never seen a child sit cross-legged (with dirty shoes!) on a sofa,
because the seat depth didn’t accommodate their short legs. But we noticed.
We’ve also noticed that education is so much more than sitting at a desk and memorizing facts. Today’s
schools have become a realm where students can discover their talents and build 21st century skills. But
collaboration, creativity, communication, flexibility - just to name a few of these skills - aren’t easy to
achieve in traditional school furniture.
Introducing - Flexxform Soft Seating. As adults, we’ve experienced just how relaxed different types of
sofas can make us. We’ve also proved that when we are relaxed, we are more willing to express ourselves
and dive deeply into our creative and collaborative sides. But how can children do this, stuck on an
oversized or uncomfortable chair that doesn't quite fit their size?
As a result, we have designed soft seating sized for children. And not only that: we also ensure that every
chair design is offered in both child and adult sizes, meaning you can ensure continuity of design
throughout any environment, while accommodating all ages.
We ensure every sofa is created with the
devotion that young children deserve. Every
piece in our seating collection features topgrade foam and is upholstered in a high-quality,
easy-to-clean, vinyl that is made to last.

Soft Seating Sized For
Both Adults & Children

What Makes flexxform Unique?
We Factor In Cleanability
All of our graded-in vinyls are specifically selected to ensure that every one of
our products are easy to clean. Our stocked "Challenger" Vinyl can be cleaned
with Oxivir TB, Opeis 146 Multi-quat Concentrate, Oxivir TB Wipes, Accel
Prevention Wipes, Accel Prevention Concentrate, Isopropyl Alcohol, Virox 5
(concentrated), Oxivir Plus Concentrate, Regular Bleach, and Accel Fire TB.
But that all sounds complex. In simpler terms, the "Challenger" Vinyl also has
anti-stain, anti-bacterial, and anti-mildew properties, which means a simple soap
and water will generally clean up any spill or stain!

All of Our Products are Manufactured in North America
We've put special focus on sourcing our componentry from domestic sources, and every one of
our products are manufactured right here in North America.
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The Ace Collection was created with diversity in mind. Whether you
have a small or large space catering to children or adults, Ace provides
plenty of seating options for either collaboration or independence
and enables you to create your unique look and layout.
Features:
Wide range of different modules for increased versatility
Engineered plywood and bracketing provide enhanced durability
Nylon-webbed seat deck ensures ultimate comfort
A heavy-duty ganging system is intuitive and easy to install
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Contrasting fabrics on seat and back
Ganging brackets available - 1 bracket per 2 pieces
Power/USB options for senior sizing
Choice of wood or metal leg for senior size only
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Available with or without arms, the Ana Lounge Collection
combines clean design lines with ‘good ole days’ comfort. Ana fits
well into any environment by enhancing the space with a more
modern aesthetic.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal
springs
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort

ana
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Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available as single, two, and three seater
Available with or without arms
Tablet arms and cup holders available for senior sizing
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The Bay Lounge Seating Collection features gentle curves, robust
internal steel construction, and plenty of clearance area below the
seat, making it easy to clean under and around. Additionally, the
seat cushions are removable and replaceable for cleaning purposes.
Features:
The contoured back panel is constructed of laminated, high-density hardwood veneers using an
RF process and a UF resin with very low off-gas emissions
The cut foam contains environmental-friendly bio-based materials and is California TB117-2013
Compliant
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Legs are made of European Beech hardwood and have non-marking glides
Seat and back upholstery are field replaceable14-gauge internal steel seat frame for enhanced
structural integrity
Wallsaver leg design protects walls from damage
Nylon glides protect floors from damage

bay
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Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Cleanout gap available for senior sizing
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The Era Collection is a contemporary variation of the traditional
club chair. Built with multiple layers of foam that provides
enhanced comfort, Era is a sofa that suits virtually any space and
will blend in well with its surroundings.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
Frame constructed of 3/4" birch plywood
1.5" tall non-marring poly legs to protect the floor from damage
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal springs
The sides of the sofas have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort

era
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Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available as single, two, and three seater
Tablet arms and cup holders available for senior sizing
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The Gem Lounge Collection features a softer aesthetic with
rounded corners that ensure long-lasting quality in any high-traffic
area. Gem also features a seamless seat front that provides
enhanced cleanability and durability.
Features:
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
The foam contains environmental-friendly bio-based materials and is California TB1172013 Compliant.
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Legs come with a non-marking glide
Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Available in a wide range of upholstery
Available in multiple wood or metal legs color options for senior sizing

gem
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While all of our products are designed with children in mind, Hue was
specifically designed for the youngest. Hue is a simple, classic piece,
where attention to detail is the primary focus. All Hue chairs including
the loveseat and sofa are comfortable, lightweight, and use nonmarking glides to protect the floor against damage.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal
springs
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available with black plastic or silver metal legs for senior sizing
Available with removable seat cushion for senior sizing
Tablet arms and cup holders available for senior sizing
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The Ivy Collection features a robust metal sled base design that
provides additional strength and an attractive, contemporary
aesthetic. The sled base is equipped with low-profile nylon glides to
protect the floor from damage.

ivy
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Features:
Seat and back utilize boxed 1/2" plywood construction, with individual pieces interlocked, stapled,
and glued for added strength
Sled style chair legs weldments are made of 16 gauge 1 1/2 x 1/2" tubing and powder coated for
long life
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Concealed clean-out space between seat and back
No visible fasteners
Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Power/USB options for senior sizing
Metal sled base - with color options
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The Joy Lounge Collection offers modern wing-back styling and a
spacious seat for all ages. The Joy Collection brings an element of
sophistication to any environment, while comfortably seating both
young and old alike.

joy
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Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal springs
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available with removable seat cushion for senior sizing
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The Sea collection is a classic. With its classic roll arms, and homey
feel, it provides a haven for students amongst the pressures of life.
Its clean, straight lines display ‘no added fluff’, giving it a simple
feel, and in this case, simple is better!

sea
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Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal springs
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
The seat consists of 4" thick high-density foam that resists flattening for longer life and enhanced
comfort
Standard plastic legs are black with a wood-grain look
4" plastic legs are water-resistant
Options:
Senior Sizing only (recommended for ages 10+)
Available as single, two, and three seater
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available with black plastic or silver metal legs
Available with removable seat cushion
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The Tub chair collection, is exactly as the name displays. A tub chair,
that surrounds the person seated in it, providing a shield from the
outside world, and allowing creativity to flow unhindered. The short
back allows for it to be placed anywhere in a room, without
obscuring the view. This allows for the chairs to be used in a
collaboration aspect also!
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Springs are covered in fabric to prevent any squeaking from foam rubbing on the metal springs
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort

tub
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Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Available in a single and two seater
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
Available with removable seat cushion for senior sizing
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Via chairs, allow for both independent work or collaboration in
groups of two. The curve on one side allows for you to sit and work
independently without distractions. And the swivel mechanism
enables the user to turn away from whatever distraction there may
be, to ensure complete focus. With the curve available on either
side, you can have one of each together to provide a quiet,
environment for two peers to work together.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched with the use of India tape to ensure long-lasting quality
The frame has a solid oak base, with a beechwood frame
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
The sides of the chair have 1” thick foam to soften the edges
1.5" tall non-marring poly legs to protect the floor from damage
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort

via
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Options:
Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and
senior sizing (recommended for ages 10+)
Swivel only available on Senior Size
Curve to the left or right
Contrasting fabrics available on seat and back
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Straight lines and crisp edges give the Ava Collection a
contemporary vibe, perfect for modern environments. Ava is
available in square and rectangular shapes, each with a choice of
two seat heights to accommodate both adults and children.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
1" Thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Four 1.5" tall non-marking glides to protect the floor from damage
Options:
Available in three heights
14" (recommended for ages up to 8)
16" (recommended for ages 9-12)
18" (recommended for ages 13+)
Available as a single or two seater ottoman

ava
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The Kae tiered pieces provide a collaborative space for brainstorming.
Creative use of the 3 different shapes enables an entire room to be
outfitted with the Kae - all while providing ample space for all team
members to allow their creativity to flow effortlessly.
Features:
Frame made of solid 3/4" thick plywood
The frame is covered completely with 2" thick high-density foam for ultimate comfort and
to soften the edges
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
All joints are stapled and glued for long-lasting quality
Double-stitched using India tape to ensure seams are durable and long-lasting
Options:
Available as a corner piece, 2-Tier, and 3-Tier
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The Lax collection is a lightweight de-escalation style chair, that
provides easy and comfortable lounging for students of all ages.
Lax is the perfect comfort piece for brainstorming and creative
sessions among team members or individually. Its lightweight
quality lends itself to being easily transported, allowing you to
work with whoever, whenever!
Features:
3/4 inch thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Six non-marking glides protect the floor
Double-stitched using India tape to ensure seams are durable and longlasting
De-escalation style lounge chair

lax
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Options:
Available in Junior (recommended for ages up to 10) and Senior sizing
(recommended for ages 10+)
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Leo is a curved bench, which, when placed together, can create
unique setups that are excellent for collaboration between
students. Leo is easy-to-move and can be arranged in many ways,
from serpentine to a full circle configuration, depending on your
space and how you want to put them to use.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
1" Thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Five 1.5" tall non-marking glides to protect the floor from damage
Outside curve: 42"
Inside curve: 23.5"

leo
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Options:
Available in three heights
14" (recommended for ages up to 8)
16" (recommended for ages 9-12)
18" (recommended for ages 13+)
Six pieces to make a complete 8' circle
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The Mya stool features a smaller curve, requiring 8 to create a
perfect circle. It can be used on its own or configured in a
serpentine setup, half-circle, full circle, and many other ways. Mya
allows you to use your creativity in designing how they are laid out,
and in using them with your peers.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
1" Thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Five 1.5" tall non-marking glides to protect the floor from damage
Inside Curve: 23"W
Outside Curve: 36"W
Options:
Available in three heights
14" (recommended for ages up to 8)
16" (recommended for ages 9-12)
18" (recommended for ages 13+)
Eight pieces to make an 8' circle

mya
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The Pad is a simple 4” high cushion, that allows a comfortable
seating area for you when working on the floor. Whether students
are sitting on the floor listening to a book or working with their
peers in building something out of recyclables, the Pad provides the
needed comfort to make working on the floor an option.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
4" high, providing comfort for sitting on the floor
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Options:
Available in a wide range of upholstery

pad
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The Rio is the cylinder of the stool family. When placed in a room
full of straight lines and edges, Rio softens it and makes it feel like
home. It is a classic style stool used in many ways: a footstool, a
seat, you name it! As with our other stools it is also available in 3
distinct sizes, to fit your needs to perfection.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
1" Thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Four 1.5" tall non-marking glides to protect the floor from damage

rio
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Options:
Available in three different heights
14" (recommended for ages up to 8)
16" (recommended for ages 9-12)
18" (recommended for ages 13+)
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The Uva is a flower display, allowing students to sit around the
middle, on the 5 petals, and discuss ideas or work on a project
together. The middle is the meeting place of the minds. The look of
the flower encourages creative thinking and gives students the
opportunity to discuss those ideas.
Features:
Foam is CAL TB117-2013 Fire Compliant
Seams are double-stitched and use India tape for long-lasting quality
1" Thick plywood base
High density foam resists flattening for longer life and enhanced comfort
Four 1.5" tall non-marking glides, per piece, to protect the floor from damage
Comes with one pistil and 5 petals
Options:
Contrasting fabrics on pistil and petals
Junior Sizing only (recommended for ages up to 10)

uva
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Features:
A combination of European Steamed Beech, powder-coated 14 ga. Steel and high-pressure
laminate components
Built to exceed BIFMA standards
Options:
Choice of wood or powdercoated steel legs with color options
Retractable health-care grade A/C receptacle with dual USB port

tables

As an added feature to the Ace Collection, these occasional tables
can be set in within the Ace seating. They provide the perfect
compliment to the seating, enhancing its style and practicality.

ace
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Features:
A combination of European Steamed Beech, powder-coated 14 ga. steel and high-pressure
laminate components
Built to exceed BIFMA standards
Glides are tamper-resistant and non-removable
All fasteners are concealed
Options:
Available in 12" (compliments the Junior size seating) , 20" or 24" height
Available with 16", 20" or 24" diameter
Available in upholstery or laminate
Retractable health-care grade A/C receptacle with dual USB port

tables

Sky is a drum table, available in numerous sizes. It fits in with any
style of furniture, giving that added finishing touch to any
environment.

sky
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Because one size doesn't fit all.
211 2nd Avenue N
Stonewall, MB R0C 2Z0

www.flexxform.co

